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ABSTRACT

;

The Hiqh-Fluence Fast Pulaod Rt-.ict'.r CliTPP.) i:- a
research reactor concept currently beinq evaluated
as a source for weapon effects experimentation and
advanced reactor safety experiments. One o: the
for testing large-scale weapon hardware or l a m e
bundles of full-length, fast reactor fuel pins.
This report describes a conceptual cooling systen
design for such a reactor. The primary coolant
would be helium and the secondary coolant would
be water. The size of the he! ium-to-w.iter heat
exchanger and the water-to-water heat exchanger
will be on the order of 0.9 metre {3 feet) in diam
eter and 3 metres (ID feet) in.length. Analysis
indicates that the entire cooling system will easily
fit into the existing Sandia Enqinocrinn Reactor
Facility (SERF) buildinn. The alloy fncoloy BOOH
appears to be the best candidate for the tube
material in the holium-to-wator heat exchanger.
Type 316 stainless steel has been recommended tor
the shell of this heat exchanger. Estimates place
the cost of the hoiium-to-water heat exchanger at
approximately 5100,000, the water-to-water heat cxchanqer at approximately $35,000, and the helium
pump at approximately 5450,000. The overall cost of
the cooIinn system will approach 52 million.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE COOLINU SYSTEM FOR A
GAS-COOLED, HIGH-FLUEKCE FAST PULSED RbMTOR (NFTPR)

introduction
As a part of the Sandin Laboratories continuing eEEort toward reactor design
and development in support of Laboratories prograras, a conceptual design has been
developed for a Iligh-Fluence Fast Pulsed Reactor (IIFFPR) .
The work described in this report was undertaken for the following reasons:
J.

To perform a preliminary linear analysis and to estimate the nominal
d -rjign parameters for the major system components necessary to the
construction of a cooling system for the HFFPR,
2. To estimate the apace which will bo required to house the components
at the IIFETR,
3. To determine tne approximate cost of the major cooling systc-a com
ponents in 1977 dollars, and
4. To evaluate the practicality o£ placing the IIFFPR system in the Sandia
Engineering Reactor Facility (SERF) building.

Preliminary Analysis
The preliminary analysis and associated research performed on the HFFPR
produced so«e interesting results. These results are briefly discussed in the
subsections which follow.
Technical Feasibility of aGas-Cooled IIFFPR
The technology of high-temperature, gas-cooled systems has boon adequately
demonstrated in the following instances:
1. The Peach Bottom prototype IITGR power plant,
2. The Dragon Reactor experiment, and
J. The Los Alaetos Ultra High Temperature Reactor Experiment (ISHTHEX).
Tne characteristics of these reactors and their relationship to the design of the
HFFPR are discussed in Appendix A.
Determination o£ the Mominal Design Parameters of the cooling System
The basic cooling system design consists of the following two heat exchangers:
1.

Exchanger 1 in which heat is transferred from the primary helium
loop to the intermediate water loop, and

2.

Exchanger 2 in which heat is transferred from the intermediate
water loop to the cooling tower.

Since fcho possibility exists that Exchanger 1 could become contaminated. Ex
changer 2 serves to isolate the cooling tower from Exchanger 1. A linear mathe
matical analysis of the cooling system, as shown in Figure 1, is contained in
Appendix !».
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Figure 1. Cooiincr System Block Diagrai
Heat Exchangers and Punas
A thorough analysis < the heat exchangers is contained in Appendix c.
Because cf its sir.elicity ; c ability tc withstand thermal stresses, a helium-tova=er heat exchanger c: th< V-tube type was used. The structural design guide for
-.7.3 .-wsliun heat exchanger : Czds t;ase 1592 (Class I components ir. elevated temeccion III of the ASMS Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
lalysis of =he wat tr heat exchanger is also contained in Appendix C.
.ow ratss through iath heat exchangers are indicated in Figure 1. The
:.-ie linear anaiys s, as t-ell as the results of analyses submitted by
cate thai the size of both heat exchangers will be
feet) in diameter and 3 metres (10 feet] in length.

One of the manufacturers. Mechanical Technology Incorporated (MTI), has consider
able experience in the manufacture of helium pumps. MTI manufactured the helium
blowers for the UHTREX reactor and is currently designing similar blowers for
Union Carbide and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (GRNL),
The circulator can easily handle 3.3 kg/s (26,000 lb/h) of helium at ISO
psia and 315" C (600* F) with a head rise between 17 kPa and 35 kPa (2.5 and 5
psi). Approximate power would be B2 kW (110 hp) at 17 kPa (2.5 psi) head and
164 kW (220 hp) at 35 kPa (5 psi) head. Water pump 1, which is located between
the two heat exchangers, will operate at a speed of 1750 rpm and will have a
power of about 5.6 kW (7,5 hp). Water pump 2, which serves the cooling tower,
will have a power of about 37 kW (50 hp) and run at 1750 rpm. Further details
on the pumps are given in Appendix D.
The Cooling Tower
The cooling tower is a Marley Series 15 forced draught tower. It is able
to handle 56.7 kg/s (450,000 lb/h) of water and drop the water temperature from
65° C to 38° C (150° F to 100* F). It will cover an area 6.1 by 4.9 metres
(20 by 16 feet) and will stand 5.2 metres (17 feet! high. The fan will be powered
by a 15 kW (20 hpl motor. Appendix E presents a schematic of the coolinq tower.
The SERF Reactor Vessel as a Component of the HFFPR
A preliminary survey of the SERF reactor vessel was made to determine if it
might be used with the HFFPR. Analysis indicated that the design stresses of this
vessel will be exceeded if it is subjected to temperatures on the order of 649° C
(1200° F).
The vessel is locked into strong concrete and very little room is allowed
for expansion; consequently, it should not be subjected to a temperature hiqher
than 177" C (350° F>. If a design scheme car. be devised in which the upper
vessel is retained and is not subjected to temperatures greater than 177° c
[350° F), then the new lower vessel should be designed to avoid transmitting hioh
stresses to the upper vessel.
It may be possible to devise a scheme by which the existing water cooling
system for the vessel can be modified to keep its temperature below 177° c
(350° F] . If this is possible, then the vessel may prove usable for the HFFPR.
Further details are provided in Appendix F.
HFFPR System Layout in the SERF Building
The suggested location for the helium-to-water rxchanger is the beam room
which is situated north of the irradiation cell and on the same level. In this
location, it will be adequately shielded and at the same time it will be in close
proximity to the reactor for ease of operation. The secondary heat exchanger may
be placed in the pump house along with the two water pumps. (The pump house is a

new addition to the SERF building.) Finally, the helium purification system
should be constructed as a modular unit and placed in Lock No. 1 after it has been
provided with a nas-tight liner. Lock No. 1 is located west of the irradiation
cell and on the same level. Further details may be obtained from Appendix G.
Cooling System Coat Estimates
Estimated costs fox all the major components in the cooling system are sum
marized in Table I.
TABLE I
Estimated Costs for the HFFPR Cooling System
Component
Helium heat exchanger
Water heat exchanger
Helium pump
Helium pump controller
Water pump 1
Water pump 2
Helium Purification
Total

Cost
$100,000
S 25,000
$-150,000
$ 75,000
5 1,700
S 3,000
$250,000
$904,700

If duplicate pumps are to be utilized in case of pump failure, an additional
$455,000 must be added to the calculated total. If an extra $500,000 for the
purchase of other equipment is also added in, the entire cooling system could
cost as much as S2 million for hardware alone.

•i

APPENDIX A
Technical Feasibility of a Gas-Cooled HFFPR

The technology oE the high-temperature, gas-cooled reactor is sufficiently
advanced to make it a viable option for the proposed HFFPB. Information from
the following nuclear reactor demonstration projects suggested design criteria
for

the

HPFPR:

1. The Peach Bottom prototype HTGR power plant,
2. The Dragon Reactor experiment,
3. The Los Alamos UHTREX, and
4. The General Atomic gas-cooled breeder reactor design.
The main design parameters for the Peach Bottom HTGR are listed in Table
A-l. "
The heat exchangers for this reactor had helium in the primary circuit
and water in the secondary circuit. Helium was allowed to Clow around the
outside of the heat exchanger tubes while water flowed inside the tubes. The
same type of heat exchanger concept IK suggested for the gas-cooled HFFPB. High
temperatures, helium leakage, and limited space impose strict design criteria
upon the heat exchangers: however, these criteria were adequately met during the
design of the Peach Bottom HTGR. Even though this reactor generated 115 MW(t),
the steam generators were only B.6 metres (28 feet, A inches) long and 2.3 metres;
(7.S £eet| in diameter. Since the proposed HFFPR will generate only 6.5 HH{tS,
it is reasonable to assume that the necessary he&t exchangers can be accommodated
in the SERF structure since the size of the heat exchanger is proportional to
the heat energy it must transfer. Thermal stresses and material demands are
also expected to be less than those encountered in the Peach Bottom HTGR;
consequently, the cooling system components might be more readily available and
less expensive.
Another reactor design which had some characteristics in common with the
proposed HFFPR was the Dragon Reactor experiment. "
5ome characteristics of
this reactor are presented in Table A-II. The helium temperatures for this
reactor are very c?.ose to these temperatures proposed for the HFFPR. The heat
exchangers of this reactor were designed to a high standard oE leak tightness
in order to prevent the escape of helium' which could also carry some decay
products.
The heat removal system for the Dragon Reactor has many characteristics in
common with the cooling systeir. proposed for the HFFPR. In the Dragon reactor,
two heat exchangers were used in each coolant loop and the generated heat was
dissipated through a cooling tower. In the HFFPR, a single loop with two heat
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TABLE A-I
Main Design Parameters of the Peach Bottom HTGR

Reactor heat output
Plant net power
Core active dimensions
Fuel elements
Core fuel initial loading

115.? MWtt)
40 MW(e)
2.B metres (9.16 feet) in di
ameter and 2.3 metres (7.5 feet)
high
804 (U, Th)C fueled, graphite
clad; (U + Tnl 1 atom percent,
20 mass percent in compacts
200 kg U 35, 13 kg_ u238,
1897 kg Th
25 kW/m (P 00 Btu/ft2.h> average,
322 kW/m2 (102,000 Btu/ft2•hjpeak
a. 24
580 kW(t)/kg U
0.50
19 percent cold clean, 8 percent
hot clean, 5 percent hot poisoned
36 D4C rods
He
334" C (634° F) reactor inlet,
734" C (13=1' F) outlet, 335 psia
vessel pressure, 69 kPa (10 psi)
rise in circulators, 55.4 kg/s
(439,600 pound-mass/h) total flow
rate, 0.12 kg/s (1000 pound-mass/h)
purge rate.
Two 16m3/s (33,800 ftVmin) hori
zontal single-stage centrifugal,
1.9 KW (2500-hp) motors each
538" C (1000° F), 1450 psig at
turbine throttle 218° C (425° F)
economizer inlet
Two forced recirculation steam
generators, one tandem-compound,
double-flow 46-MW(e) gross tur
bine, one single-pass divided box
condenser, three horizontal U-tube
feedwater heaters
2

2

m

m

Heat flux
Power density, kw/liter
Specific power
Average conversion ratio
Excess reactivity
Control rods
Coolant
Coolant conditions

Circulators
Stean-cycle conditions
Steam-cycle equipment

plant efficiency

2

r

2 3 5

ra

TABLE A-II
Dragon Reactor Experiment; General Data

Thermal output
Helium coolant pressure
Inlet coolant temperature
Outlet coolant temperature
Mean power density of core
Cooling channel voidage
Mean surface heat flux over, core
Core length
Core d i a m e t e r
Fuel element .length
Fuel rods on 6.35-cm (2,5-inch)
triangular pitch
Fuel elements, each of which
consists of a cluster of seven
fuel rods
Reflector length
Reflector diameter

350" c (662* F)
750" C (1382" F)
14 MW/m3
13 percent
24 W/cm2
1.6 metres (5 feet, 1 inches)
1.0? metres (3 feet, 6 inches!
2.54 metres (8 feet, 4 inches)
259

2.45 metres {B feet, 0.5 ineht
2,69 metres (9 feat, 6 inch
24
1.23 metres (4 feet, 0.5 inch)

>ssure vessel diameter around
3.5 metres (11 feet, 6 inches)
Pressure vessel thickness around
5 cm £2 inches)

exchangers is planned. The Dragon reactor cooling circuit is illustrated in
Figure A-l. In this circuit, each primary heat exchanger transfers its heat ti
a secondary circuit loop of the forced circulation boiling type. Water is
partially evaporated in the primary heat .exchangers and then the steam/water
mixture is carried to the secondary heat exchangers where it is condensed and
recirculated by rotor pumps. Natural circulation is used to transfer shutdown

The UHTREX was built by LASL in order to advance the technology of
gas-cooled reactors.
A helium-cooled gas reactor was designed to operate at
very high temperatures. Some of the design characteristics of this reactor
are given in Table A-III. In this reactor, helium, which was the only coolant
utilized, was passed through the cooling tower. A study of this system aives
valuable insight into design methods for the handling of high temperatures,
helium purification, and helium management.
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Figure A - l .

Heat Disposal C i r c u i t for t h e Dragon Reactor

TABLE A-III
UiiTREX Deaion Parameters

Nominal reactor power
Coolant mass flow rate
Coolant pressure
Outlet temperature
inlet temperature
Number of assemblies
Critical mass

3 MW(tl
1.2$ kg/s flS,250 lfa/h>
3.26 MPa (473.5 psi)
1316" C (2400° F)
871° C (1600" P)
312
5.68 kg, 93.8 percent
enriched uranium
11.0 kq, 93.6 percent
enriched uranium
270 kW/kg
1.4 kW/Hter
10 percent to 50 percent

Core loading at design power
Average specific power in fuel
Average power density in core
Burnup

The design criteria which have been presented for the gas-cooled fast
breeder reactor also have useful implications for the HFFPR. This demonstration
facility was planned to operate at 330 MW£e). The fuel rods consist of annular
(Pu-UJOj pellets within a type 316 stainless steel claddinq- The cladding, which
is approximately 0.5 mm (20 mils) thick, is designed to handle a maximum tempera
ture of 700° C (1292 F) at midthickness of the fuel cladding (including hot-spot
factors). The design of the gas-cooled fast breeder reactor indicated that type
316 stainless steel is a feasible choice for the cladding in the HFFPR as well as
in the heat exchangers.
8

s

A 1000 HK(e) version of the gas-cooled fast breeder reactor has also been
planned.
It is to have a helium pressure o£ about 6.6 MPS (1250 psi), a rcacti
inlet temnerature of around 290° C (554° P ) , and a hot spot midclad temperature
of 760' C (1400° P ) .
All of the design concepts which will be necessary for the fIFFPR have boon
tested in tfte above projects.

APPENDIX II
HFrPP Heat Exchanger Dssign

The basic block diagram Cor the eonling system which is being proposed for
iirFPK is illustrated in Figure B-I. Thi; heat ex changer a are fundamental to
• cooling system and very careful attention should be given to their desian.
ico:I, the proper deai:;n of the heat exchangers is DKtremeiy important to reai*.
•r.ition and safety.
1
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figure B-I. Coaling System Slack Diagram for RrppR
The design of a heat exchanger is largely constrained by the temperatures
at which it must operate, the amount of space available for mounting it, ana the
quantity oE pressure it is allowed to drop. Figure H-l shows that for a given
design power level of operation and a specified outlet temperature, the volume
of the heat exchanger in influenced by the temperature drop across its primary.
The size of the heat exchanger will also decrease as the pressure it is allowed
to drop increases.
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The integral and peripheral cor.pcr.cnts of a high-terperature, gas-cooled
reactor nas* be designed to .1 very high love! of reliability. This stakes
it
i.Hrnti.il that materials for those compoiw—.s be carefully selected.
S

The chotcc of the rtau»riiils to be used in the heat exchangers is dictated by
the following considerations;
I.

strong mechanical properties and wetaliurgical stability at operating
temperature,
Corrosion resistance against primary and secondary media under normal
as well as abnormal aper.itinq conditions.
1. r.aso nf fabrication, e.g., in welding *"d bending,
-1. Conformity with ;hc necessary ccrn^, such as the ASME and THMA coies,
'.. Practical operation experience,
6. Availability of materials, and
7. Cose of materials.
7.

fatigue r.trenuth Is a key nechanic;.l property of the material in the heat exchanoer
tubes because the tubes are subjected to thermal stresses associated with the
rniii;;! temperature gradient through the tube walls. Therefore, it is necessary
tn consider the creep strength, yield stronqth, ultimate tensile strcnath, and
fracture toughness of the tube material.
Some of the alloys which have been considered as possible candidates for the
ttibinc material in the prinary helium-to-water heat exchanger are Incoloy 80DH,
Incoloy 802, Inconel 601, Inconcl 617, liastelloy 5, Hastollny X, and Mastelloy C.
Out of all these possibilities, Incoloy BOOH is felt to be the best choice for
the neat exchanger tubing natcrial due to the following considerations:*
2

It has very high creep strength at ~>0i' C (1300' F] ,
It has a low aluninun content (this is desirable because alurir.up
can contribute to helium reactor coolant corronjont,
3. It has excellent thermal stability,
•". It is free fror. cobalt and tantalum which can ciuse potential
radioactivity problems,
5. it is readily available,
6. It has good fabricability,
7. It has the lowest cost of the candidate alloys, i.e., approximately
S164 per metre (S50 per foot), and
8. It has been certified for use with g^i-cooled reactors and approved
under the ASMS Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
1.
2.

It is recommended that the shell of the heat exchanger bo an all-welded
pressure boundary of corrosion-resistant material such as stabilized stainless
steel. This shell should be ^arie extra thick as a precaution against helium
leakage. Calculations indicate that the heli:jr-to-vater heat exchanger will be
on the order of 0.0 metres (3 feet) in cia-eter and 3 netres (10 feet) in length.
The shell will have to support the gas pressure which is assumed to be 1.03 :-fPa

!:50 psi). It is suggested chat the certified material (type 316 steel) be
used as the shell material.
The thickness of the shell will be estimated based on a life time of 100,000
operational hours. At a temperature of 704' C {1300° F) , a hoop tension cf ?~>.G
MPa (4000 psi) will cause a creep rate of 0.00001 percent per hour. The circum
ference of Ehc heat exchanger shell will be 2.87 metres (9 feet, 5 inches),
Thus, over an operating period of 100,000 hours, the circumference will exjj.-iml
by 29 mm (1.13 inches) which can be easily tolerated. The thickness of the shell
can be estimated with the following formula:-

L

(2) til)

U

where
D = inner diameter in inches
P = pressure in psi
H = hoop tc-nsion in psi
Inserting the above values gives a Miickness of 17 nun (0.69 inches). Thus, a
thickness of 19 mm (0.75 inch) for the shell of the helium-to-water heat, exchanger
seems to be adequate.
If the water in the tubes of the primary helium-to-water heat exchanger is
also pumped at a pressure of 1.03 MPa 1150 psi), there will be no pressure in the
tube walls. However, it is desirable to have the walls thick enough to stand
1.0} MPa (150 psi} in case coolant flow fails in cither the shell or the tubes.
It has been recommended that Incoloy alloy 800K be used as the tube raterial.
At 704° C (1300° F), a hoop tension of 24.1 MPa £3500 psi) will cause a creep
rate of 0.00001 percent per hour. Thus, the thickness of the- tube walls is
found from Eq. (B-l) to be about 0.4 mm (0.016 inches). A standard tube size with
a 19-mm (0.75-inch) inner diameter and a 27-mm (1.05-inch) outer diameter is chosen.
The thickness of this tube is much greater than is required to sustain 150 psia.
It is believed that this tube size is also adequate to support the potential
differential pressure loads and thermal loads due to axial and radial thermal
gradients; however, a detailed analysis of the helium-to-water heat exchanoer
will be necessary in order to confirm this. The structural design guide for the
helium heat exchanger will be Code Case 1592 (Class I Components in Elevated
Temperature Service), Section III of the ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
This code specifies a maximum allowable stress in tension of 32 MPa (4600 psi)
at 704" C (1300° P) which is well above that expected with a tube thickness of
4 mm (0.15 inch).
Tube bundles may have several kinds of arrangements (see Figure B-2).
The outer surfaces of the tubes may be cleaned more readily when the tubes are
arranged on a square pitch rather than a triangular pitch. On the other hand,
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the triangular-type lattice allows greater turbulence and heat transfer surface
per unit volurc. This reduces the dianeter of the heat exchanger, but the
pressure drop may also be increased across the heat exchanger. The greater the
allowed pressure drop. the lower will be the cost of the heat exchanger.

b.
c.
d.

In-line arrangement
with square pitch
Staggered arrangement:
with square pitch
Staggered arrangenent
with triangular pitch
Staggered arrangement
with triangular pitch

Figure B-2, Several Arrangements or Tubes in Bundles

It has been found that the overall coat of a heat exchanger is minimum if
the pumping power chargeable to the heat exchanger is in the range of 0.5 to 1
percent of the heat which is transferred. ^ If the pumping power is assumed to
be 1 percent of the heat transferred, then for a 6.5 MW(t) reactor, the pumping
power will be 32.2 kw/h (110,000 3tu/h or '>-43.24 hp) - A heliun temperature o£
260° C 1500* F) is assumed to exist at the helium circulator. The reactor output
temperature is assumed to bo 649 ° C (1200* P) and thu inlet temperature is taken
to bo 260° C (500° F\ . This gives an enthalpy drop of about 2.02 MJ/fcg [369.4
Btu/lb). The helium mass flow rate is then calculated to be about 3,19 kg/s
(25,305 lb/h). The allowed drop in pressure across the heat exchanger is then
estimated with the formula:
1
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p =
AP =
h* =
m =

3

heliun density in lb/ft
pressure drop in lb/ft
pumping power in ft-lb/s
helium mass flow rate in lb/s
2

Inserting the proper values gives a pressure drop of about 13.8 kPa (2 psi).
Consultation with Rajiiifacturers indicates that if a triangular lattice is used,
a pressure drop of 17.2 kPa (2.5 psi) will bring about a good balance between all
the above considerations.
The ti-tube heat exchanger is simpler and cheaper than other types of heat
exchangers and perhaps is also the best type of exchanger for this application.
The U-tube structure eliminates failure due to severe thermal strains and it also
allows for expansion. The U-tube structure is easier to seal than the floating
head design; however, it ia more difficult to clean the u-tubes by mechanical
means. Adequate water and gas purification systems .-nay make it unnecessary to
clean the heliura-to-water heat exchanger during its usable life. Such a system
would also eliminate the contamination risk which slight occur during cleaning
of the priisary helium heat exchanger.
Helium should be placed on the shell 3ide of the heat exchanger for the
following reasons:
1. The most ccrrosive fluid should be inside the tubes,
2. Better heat transfer properties will result if the most inviscid
fluid is on the shell side, and
3. It is desirable for the water to be at a pressure equal to or
greater than the pressure of the helium and the fluid with tf-e
greatest pressure should be inside the tubes.
It has been found that a helium coolant pressure of less than 506 kPa
(5 atra) results in an excessively large heat exchanger which will require rauch
pumping power. This would increase the cost of both the heat exchanger and the
pump. It is felt that a coolant pressure of 1 MPa (10 atm) is a good choice fot
the heliust infchoproposed HFFPR installation since related technology has been
developed to handle much higher pressures.
The preceding considerations indicate that the helium-to-wator heat ex
changer should have the following design characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A type 316 steel shell, 13 mm {9,5 inch) thick,
Incoloy alloy 800H tubing material,
An inner diameter for the tubes of 19 ran (0.75 inch),
An outer diameter for the tubes of 27 mas 11,05 inches!,
Helium flow on the shell side,
Water flow in the tubes,
A triangular lattice for the tube bundle, and
A U-type heat exchanger.

APPENDIX C
Major HFFPR System Components and Nominal Design Conditions

In this section, the entire cooling system will be considered as a unit and
the interaction between the components will foe estipnateel by neans of simple linear
analysis.
These calculations are not meant to be oxnet but are carried out only in
onier to provide a rouqh idea of what the nominal operatinq conditions minht lie
in the system once it has been constructed. First, the basic core parameters
aru considered.
At the time this report was written, a complete analysis of the HFFPR reac
tor core had not Loon performed; consequently, it is necessary to make the
foilowinq assumptions regarding the desiqn parameters:
1.

It is assumed that the holiun will occupy 25 percent of the total
core volume,
rt is assu»ed that the core inlet tenperature will be 260* C
(5D0* F),
1. rt is assumed that the core outlet temperature will be £49° C
U200* n , and
4, It is assumed that the core radius will bo O.a motrc (2.5 iwl| .
It is interostinn to note that the Poach Bottom HTfiR hail an outlet temperature
m 714- C (1354" !•') and an inlet temperature of 114" C [614° Fl . that the Hi anon
reactor had an outlet temperature of 750" C U182* Fi and .in inlet temporal urc
• md pressures ('150 psi.i) clo.iu to those chosen for thin preliminary coolimi
system desiqn of the [IFFPH. The HFFfR reactor Fuel element design, however,
!K expected to be quite different from these other reactors ami may impose addi
tional restrictions on the coolinn system parameters,
2.

Helium properties in the reactor core will be taken as those at the mean
temperature of 451° C (850" F) . fiinre the roar tor power is 6,5 MW(t), the hr-liur.
mass flow rate is found from tho formula

AT = texpernturc drop across the reactor in dcqre.es Fahrenheit

C

= specific heat of helium in Btu/lb*T

-£ = heat transfer rate in Btn/h
Inserting the appropriate values yields a helium mass of 3.19 ktj/s (25,305
lb/h). The portion of the reactor core's cross-sectional area which i3 covered
by the helium is simply the cross-sectional area of the core times t.he volume
fraction. Thus the approximate mean core velocity can bo obtained from the formula

p = helium density in lb/ft
h

e

= helium cross-sectional flow area in the core in ft

This formula yields a mean core velocity of about 12.4 m/s (40.7 ft/s). In the
followimj calculations, a mean velocity of 12.2 m/s (40 ft/s) will be used for
the core. Since the specific volume of the helium is different at different
temperatures, tho core outlet velocity will not be the same as the core inlet
velocity. This velocity difference affocts the enthalpy chanqe across the
reactor according to the formula:
16

: output enthalpy in Btu/lh
= input enthalpy in Btu/lb
• output temperature in deqrees Fahrenheit
input temperature in degrees Fah-cnheit
specific heat of helium in IJtu/]b.°F
acceleration of nravity in ft/s
output helium velocity
input helium velocity

2

S

= output specific volume in ft"/lb

S. = input specific volume
5

= mean specific volume

it is found that the change in enthalpy due to the velocity difference is only
about 93 J/kg (0.04 Btu/lb) and can be neqlected compared to the entropy chanqe of
2.02 Mj/kg (8C9.4 Btu/lb) caused by the tenpctaturc drop.
The basic design for the helium-to-watcr heat exchanqer will be of the U-tubc
type, as illustrated in Figure c-1. The design parameters of tnis heat exchanger
will be estimated with a linear model.

Fiqure C-1.

U-Tube Heat Exchanger [Fiqurc from Reference 111

First, find the logarithmic mean tor.porature difference from the fnr.Tiul;
AT.

AT

- AT

where
T. = high temperature on the hot side
l
h

T. = low temperature on the hot side
2
h

T
c

= high temperature on the cold side
l

T_

= low temperature on the cold side

For Che hot side of the heat exchanger, T
is 649" C (1200" F) and T
is 260° C
(500 F) ; for the cold side. T
is 149*! C (300° FJ and T
is 93' C (200 F) . All
of these values are assessed. The logarithmic niean tcisperaiure difference & T is
then found to be 286" C (546.4° F). The correction factor for the heat exchangers
operating at these temperatures is very close to unity; consequently, the i T
value will be assumed as approximately correct.
h

n

e

e

c

c

The properties of helium at the mean shell temperature of 454" C (850* F)
and 150 psiu are as follows:
3

3

0 = 0,66 kg/jn [0.041 3b/ft } (density)
C

= 5.2 kJ/kg.K (1.242 Btu/lb-°F) (specific heat)

K = 38 uPa-a (9.234 x 10~ lb/ffc-h) [viscosity)
2

2

K = 0.9 K/m .

2

(0.1S9 Stu/h.ft -*F3 {thermal conductivity)

The outside film heat transfer coefficient for the helium around the tubes
can be estimated wich the formula

(v)ft) M*) (M
S ~ — —
F

s

= aeynolds number

(C-10)

%- = prandtl nunber

(C-ll)

3 a outside tube diameter
• =he SdliiBs shell velocity will be assumed to be 9.1 m/s (30 ft/s). Eq. (C-9)
•--..Uris ar. G-o=side filsi heat transfer coefficient of 364 W/m2.K (64.1 atu/h*
"7K For a gas, a was taken to be 0.33, F to be 1.25, and K to be 0.6.
15

4

B

In order to get an estimate o£ the inside filn heat transfer coefficient,
the £ollf*iing properties of water at a mean temperature of 121• C £250* F) aie
needed:
15

3

p = 985 kg/m
C

3

(61.5 lb/ft ) (density)

= 4.23 JcJ/kq-K (1.01 Btu/lb-*F) (specific heat)

V = 245 uPfl s (0.165 x 10~ lb/ft«s) (viscosity)
3

2

2

k = 2.24 H/n -K (0.394 Btu/h'ft -°F) (thermal conductivity)
The inside filn heat transfer coefficient is determined fron the formula

*t -

C oV]l

?^7

[&*)
5

where a is chosen as 0.023, F as 1.25, and N as 0.8.
If the precedina values
for water properties are substituted into thi? formula and the velocity c-f the
water in the tubes is assumed to be 0.6 R/S (2 ft/sj, an inside film heat transfer
coefficient of 4.134 kW/m -K (72B Btu/h-ft -°F) results.
3

s

1

2

2

If fouling resistance is neglected, the overall inside heat transfer co
efficient for the helium-to-water heat exchanger is given by the formula
15

•

»

>

T l V i i KpT^T}
U. = overall heat transfer coefficient in atu/h-ft
D

-T

= outside tube diameter

D. = inside tube diarceter
K

= thermal conductivity of the Incoloy 8001! tube walls at a
lean temperature of 121° C (250° F)

Given a value of 96 for K , the overall inside heat transfer coefficient is found
to be 450 W/ni .K (79.2 Btu/h-ft -*F) .
2

2

The following formulas are needed to determine the overall heat transfer

• U.A.

,

U
A

» overall outside heat transfer coefficient in Btu/h*ft • P
&

ovorall outside heat transfer area in ft

dQ/dt = rate of heat transmission in Btu/h
U. = overall inside heat transfer coefficient
A, = overall inside heat transfer area
Eq. (C-15) yields U A

to be 47.2 m

as 40,264 Btu/h •'Fj the value of A^ is then found from

(508.37 ft }

The mass flow rate of the water in the tubes is found from the equation
dQ/dt

Co " »i|

h

" enthalpy of output water in 3tu/lb at 300T

h, = enthalpy of input water in Btu/lb at 200°F
If the values of enthalpy are taken to be 269.87 and 168..40, respectively,
the water mass flow rate is 27.32 kg/s (216,813 lb/h). Based on this, the over
all cross section as seen by the water in the heat exchanger can be found from

This formula gives a value of 0.05 m (0.49 ft ) . The number of tubes
ssary to show this cross section is determined by
i
4

(Ml )

WK)

2

The number of tubes in the heat exchanger is 160. The length of the tubes in
the heat exchanger can now be found from the formula

which yields a value of approximately 5 metres (16.3 feet). The tubes which arc
bent into a U-shape will then give a length of about 2.4 metres 18 feet). Inclu
sion of the shell, piping fixtures, etc., will bring the final length to about
3 metres (10 feet).
:

The cross section of the heat exchanger depends on the diameter, spacing,
and arrangement of the tubes. It has been assumed that a triangular lattice
(illustrated in Figure C-2) will be used. The pitch ratio, o, is defined by the
formula

where D_ is the outer diameter of the tubes and a clearance between the tubes of
6 mm {0.25 inch) is assumed.
Since D is 27 im (1.05 inches), I will have a
value of 33 mm (1.3 inches); therefore, o has a value of 1.23.
13

Q

Figure C-2. Triangular Lattice
The ratio of the heat transfer surface to the total volume is defined by
the equation
15

3.63

If the preceding values given for o and D are substituted into Eg. (C-22), the
value of S is 27.42 ft /cm-ft. The heat transfer surface can be found from the
formula

which yields 66.S m (716.9 ft ) when the proper values are inserted. Let A
be the cross-sectional area of the tube bundle in the heat exchanger. The area

o preceding values are substituted into it, Eq. (C-2-?) yields 0,3 ir/
") for the cross-sectional area of the heat exchanger. This is equivalent
nncter of about 0.G notre (2 feet). The shell will increase the diameter
the actual heat cxchantier will be around 0.8 metro (2.5 feet) in diameter.
hf>se calculations indicate th.it the hoi ium-to-watcr heat exchanaer will
Mnctcrs cf the sizes indicated in Table C-I.
TAHLi. C-I
Helium !!eat Kxchancicr Parameters

285.8" C (54G.4* F)
364 w/m -K (6-1.1 ntu/h-ft «"F>
-1.137 kW/ra -i; 1728.5 Btu/h*ft «
450 W/m -K (79.2 Btu/h-ft •"F)
324 w/m -K (57 Btu/h-ft -°F)
160 tubes
3 metres (10 feet)
0.B metre (2.5 feet I
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

When the same methods of calculation oiven in Table C-I are applied, the
sters of the water-to-water secondary heat e.sehanoer are determined to be
•(incited by thasc indicated in Table C-II,
TABU; C- I i

Water Heat Exchanger Parameters
Parameters

Values
50.5° C (123 F)
4.68 kW/m -K {924 Btu/h-ft •*
4.137 kW/m -K (72R.5 Stu/h-ft
2.57 kU'/ra'K (452 atu/h'ft -'
3.89 kV.Vm-:-; (333 Rtu/h-ft •*
16 3 tubes
2.7 metres (9 feet)
0.9 u-.etre (3 feet)
c

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Finally, the pressures and mass flow rates for the primary and secondary
heat exchangers are given in Table C-III.
TABLE C-III
Pressures and Mass Plow Rates
Helium neat Exchanger
Helium pressure primary
Water pressure secondary
Mass flow of helium
Mass flow of water

150 psia
150 psia
3.2 kq/s (25,305 lb/h)
27.3 kg/s (216,813 lb/h!

Water Heat Exchanger
Primary water pressure
Secondary water pressure
Mass flow in primary
Mass flow in secondary

150 psia
25 psia
27;3 kg/s (216,813 lb/h)
55.5 kg/s (440,528.6 lb/h)

Since Sandia Laboratories has no computer codes for the analysis of heat
exchangers, the decision was made to solicit computer code analyses from several
different manufacturers. Since the above anal"sis is ideal and involves many
assumptions, the results obtained from the computer codes developed by the manu
facturers would seem to be more reliable.
An analysis was performed by APCO Nuclear to determine approximate design
parameters for the helium-to-water heat exchanger. The following are the basic
design parameters which were obtained:
•

Helium
Temperature in — 704° C 11300" F)
Temperature out — 315° C (600" F>
Pressure — 1 Ml>a [10 atm)
Flow Rate — 3.15 kg/s (25,000 ib/h)

• Cooling Water
Temperature
Te.-rperature
Pressure —
Flow Bate ~

in — 93° C (200° F)
out — 149' C (3D0" F)
i MPa (10 atm)
24.1 kg/s (191,000 lb/h)

• Tower Water
Tei-^erature
Temperature
Pressure —
Plow Rate —

in — 65.5° C [15D° F)
out — 33° C (100° F)
25 psia
49.4 kg/s (384,500 lb/h)

Outer Diar ctcr
l-t-'ti'i

S ac
V

ii

—

0.8 metre (2.5 feet)
110.5 feet]
1.2 by 1,2 by 3.". metres (4 by 4 by 11 feet!

— 3.2 metr es

Rcrju ired

—

the cost of the | rimary

en h is

ind Cat

Ily 111 Off the
VO .1 1 outer di

heat exchanger to be from S75,000 to

the secondary water-to-water heat exchanger is
item and could be supplied for about $25,000. It
of about 0.C metre (2 feet) and a length of about

[10 foot)

.imihouso Has proposed the system shown in Figure C-3. The heated holiui
• primary heat exchanger where heat is transferred to pressurized water.
. ^ater is then transferred to a reboilor heat exchanger where the heat
•rf!d by vaporization of the water. The resulting steam is then passed
n>i ti-wer whore the steam is condensed and subcoolcd.

Nestinshouse Cooling System with Reboiler
lea::, the primary heat exchanqcr would require about
?.~'r, with an outside diameter of 19 mm (0.75 inch) and
feet'. The heat exchnnqer matrix would have a diameter
3r.d a length of 1.8 metres (6 feet). The shell would
LT. riianeter and 2.7 metres (9 feet) loner.
.re about 350 tubes, each with an outside diameter <
. of 4.6 metres (15 feet). The reboiler shell wouli
. dia..ieter and 6 metres (20 feet) long. The water
reboiler heat exchangers could be 13 cm [5 inches]
.".ot provide any cost information.

Kyatt Industries, Inc.. suogeated a two-pass U-bond with gas flow directed
via internal pipe within the channel into the center of the tube field. The nas
would exit throunh tubes on the periphery of the field and leave by means of a
conventional channel nozzle. The internal pipe would be designed for a differen
tial pressure of about 137.9 kPa (20 psi). This type of design offers the
advantage of not having a shell expansion joint for operation without water flow.
In addition, a minima ar-ount of weldr.ent is exposed to the 70J° C (1300° V) ens.
This night be particularly advantageous if the helium is difficult to confine.
This unit would have an outside diatseter of about 76 en (30 inches) ar.d have an
overall length of 3.6 metres (12 feet). The unit would require about Q.l m /s
[1750 gal/min) of water and would cost about 550,000.
In
the size
diameter
quently,
the SERF

all these calculations, including the very elementary linear calculat
of both heat exchangers ranges from 0.6 to 0.9 metre (2 to 3 feet) fo
and fron about 2.7 to 4.6 netres (9 tc 15 feet) for the length. Consi
it is certain that there will be no trouble in fitting these units in
building and its proposed additions.

Rased on all these considerations, a nunber of nominal operation conditions
for the proposed HFFPR have been suggested
These are illustrated in Figure C~A.
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APPENDIX D
Pump Desian Cor che HFFPR Cooling System

MTI has hail considerable experience in the manufacture ot helium blowers.
It was this conpnny which manufactured the blowers for the uiiTREX experiment at
[.os Alamos and is currently designing similar blowers for Union Carbide and OiiNL.
T!-.c new hlowers have the sane structural design as those used in UHTREX. This
design is illustrated in Figure P-l.
The exact measurements of the new blower
.ire presented in Figures D-2 and D-3.
a

Figure D-l.

Coolant Loop Blower

The circulator can easily handle 3.3 kg/s (26,000 lb/n) of helium at 150
psia and 315* C (600° F) with a head rise between 17 and 34 kPa (2.5 and 5 psi).
Power would be approximately 62 kW {110 hp) at 17 kPa 12.5 psi) head and 164 kW
[220 hp) at 34 kPa [5 psi] head.
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Fiqure D-2.

Dimensions of Helium Pump

The estimated cost of the blower will be approximately $450,000. This price
docs not include the hiqh- frequency 200-117. power supply which would cost approx
imate!/ 575,000.
The pump between the heat exchanqcrs, referred to as pump 1, will have to
handle about 28 kg/s {220,000 Ib/h). The coolimi tower pump, referred to as punp
2, will handle 57 kq/s [450,000 lb/h). The dynamic heads for these pumps can
only be determined after a complete analysis of the coolinq system.
Tor the purpose of cost estimation, pump 1 will be assumed to have a dynamic
head of 15 metres (50 feet). This requirement can be satisfied by an Aurora Pump,
3 K <l y. 10B, series 410. The motor will be 5.0 kW (7.5 hp) and will cost about
S1700. Pump 2 will be assumed to have a dynamic head of A6 metres (150 feet).
This pump can bo an Aurora Pump, 5 x 6 x 15, scries -113 and will cost S3,000.
These pumps will be not more than 0.9 metre (3 Eeetl tall and will occupy a space
no- greater than 0.2 m" [2.5 ft ) . They will stand in a vertical position.
19

3/4 NPT COOLING WATER
CONNECTIONS

-PROBE FEED THRU
- POWER LEADS
-THERMOCOUPLE FEED THRU

-1.06OOIA
4 HOLES

Figuro D-3. Cross-Sectional Dimensions of the Helium pump

Figure D-4 presents three views OL the water pump configuration. The
pumps used at HFFPB will operate at a speed of 17S0 rpm. Pump 2 will be rated
at about 37 kW (50 hp).

7.M-N C

Figure D-4. Water Pump Configuration

I*oi

APPENDIX E
The HFFPR Coaling Tower

The cooling tower will have to cool 57 kg/s (450,000 lb/h} of water ranginq
in temperature from 38° C to 65° C £100° F to 150" F). It should be a forced
draught cooling tower of the configuration illustrated in Figure E-l. The require
ment will be satisfied by a Marley, Series 15, tower, which sells for about
$12,000. it will cover an area 6.1 by 4.9, metres (20 by 1G feet) and will stand
5.2 metres (17 feet) high. The motor which drives the fan will be 15 kw (20 hp).

Figure E-l. Cooling TOWGI Configurabii

APPENDIX T
The SERF Reactor Vessel ns a Component of the HFFPR

The SEKF reactor vessel., locator) in luiildina 6 5 8 0 , is encased in very str
concrete and will be both difficult anil expensive to remove.

Consequently, it

would be desirable to include it in the IIFFPR desiqn.

The oriqinal
(120' F ) .

reactor qcnoratod very

low temperatures on the order of J9"l'

The now reactor wiil have an outlet temperature of 649" C* 0 2 0 0 ° F ) .

The SKHF reactor vessel was dosi.med

to withstand

1 MPn

t ion and not to rupture below 2.70 MP/i (-100 psil.

1150 psi) witlioii d i s t "

rt is import-ant to deteini

wh.it kind of pressures the vessel would bo subjected to it .in attempt were made
to use it in direct conjunction with the 11FFPK.

The portion of the SERF vessel embedded
!'-l.

in concrete is illustrated

If it is ..ssumod that the lower portion of the vessel is subjected

temperature of 649" C

in Fin
to a

11200" I'), a quick estimate nf the hoop pressure the vess.

will experience can be obtained

from the formula

„ _ KhtalAT

P = hoop

,,,

pressure

E =• Yomin's Kodiilus (1 10 N 1 0

C

psil

•• = expansion coefficient ££ 7 x 1 0 "
AT = tonpornturc
H = nhell

radius

h = shell

thickness i 0 . 5

Tt a 5 9 1 " C
sure obtained

"F~ )

difference

inch

(1100" Fl d r o p of temperature is assumed across the shell, the
from i:q. (F-l) is 22.1 MP.i (IJQ0 p s i ) .

iure than the 2.7C MPa

(-100 psi) it was desiunod

This is a far qroater

to endure.

The shell is locked in concrete and little or no roes is allowed
ision.

for

An estimate of the relative amount of expansion between the concrete

SERF VESSEL

3FT
CONCRETE
— 0.5 INCH THICKNESS

I | I
riqure r-1.

^-OVERHANG

Constraints on SERF Reactor Vessel

and the cylinder can be obtained from the equation

E

hi

+ [.) + a

- -j)

(S

a = radius of the cylinder
P = pressure in the cylinder
1- = Poisson'n-;atio
F = Younci's modulus 1-v A x ID '
-

• concrete)

b = cylinder thickness
infinite thickness will be assumed; therefore,

Khen the proper values are substituted into Eq. (F-3>. a value of 0.9 rjn (0.037
inch) for the amount of concrete! expansion results. Eq. IF-2) gives the expansion
of the cylinder or reactor vessel as approximately 10 rr.-n (0.396 inch). Thus, it
is obvious that qreat stresses will be produced. :
Next, it is assumed that the
concrete, as illustrated in Figure
to as an overhang. An approximate
considering the following equation

shell is cut ofE at some distance L from the
F-l. This produces what is commonly referred
idea of what happens here can be obtained by
for a clamped thin cylinder:
22

2

12(1 - U )
The letter Z indicates components of either external or inertia load per unit area.
In this instance, Z will simply be taken as the thermal pressure in the shell. A
solution for Eq. (F-4) takes the form

x

W(x) = e" [ft. sin 5x + A, cos 6x1
+ e~

Bx

(A,

sinfix+ A. cos Sx ) 4 - X -

Eq. (F-4) takes tho same fonr. as the equation Cor a bean on an elastic foundation.
The mon-.ent is obtained by differentiating Ect. (F-7) tc the 2nd derivative. An
evaluation of the constants at boundary conditions qives a moment equation as
cosh_ —BL
= - cos „EL
— \
cosh SL + cos GL/
/ipplication of the preceding equation:; revep.ls that if L is as snail as 1 inch,
the moment is 17,385. The stress is obtained fron the formula

Tin:; fnrnuM yields .1 stress of 2.8P r,p (-117,2-iO psi). Thus, if the temperature
r r-.je-liiT. 6.J9" C li.TQO" F) , no overhangs can be allowed. This Teans that if the
vi?s:;ul is allowed to rursain ir. the building with the 1IFFPR, it should be cut off
.it *!:•- eunorctc and the- shell should never be subjected tc a temperature greater
Lh.ir. 177" c 1350* Fl .
a

Those restrictions winch must be placed on the use of the SERF reactor vessel
l",iii to the question: How should the 5F.KF reactor vessel be used with the HFFPR
if mfiei.-d it should bo used at all? in the original reactor, the vessel had many
f'jni'tinns. It provided reactor containment, core access, and support and guides
fcr the control rod drives. rt also served as a shield against reactor radiation
and .is ,i p.irt of the cooling system. rn addition, it provided access parts
for detectors, internal wiring, and other instrumentation, it permitted underwater
fuel disciiargc to cutoff pool, and it provided storage space for partially spent
fuel elements or other radioactive sources. rt may be possible to USJC the old ves
sel for some oT the above uses if its temperature can be kept below 177° C (350° F ) .
existinn water caolin" system cc uld be modified tc fceep the SF.RF vessel
' C {150' !") r however, approprin c assurances should be ^iade to prevent
the primary reacto containment of the HFFPR and floodina
If such precautions are not ta en, eriticnlity consequences could occur.

r. per.etra tin::

The water cooling system night be modified to cool not only the old reactor
vessel a-jt the new one as well. A thorough thermal analysis of both vessels
should he carried out with n view to reducing the heat transfer between then.
The water flowing from the SERF vessel would move counter to the heat flew and
ctnild conceivably serve as an emergency coolina circuit in case the helium loop
breaks down. Once again it must be emphasized that this will be possible only if
water can be kept out of the gas-cooled core.

APPENDIX G
HFFPR System Layout in the SERF Buildinq

The overall structure of the SERF buildina is illustrated in Fiqui
tor plans for this facility are given in Figures G-2, G-3, and G-4.

Figure G-l.

Sandia Engineering Reactor Facility (SERF)

It is assumed that the helium-to-water heat exchanger will utilize a con
centric pipe such as is used in the steam generators at the Peach Bottom HTGR
for the helium. For this configuration, only one hole needs to be cut from the
lower part of the beam room to the reactor vessel. The helium-to-water heat
exchanger should be located in the beam room since this room can provide some
shielding against the radioactivity that miqht be present. This layout is
illustrated in Figure G-5. The secondary water heat exchanger may be placed in
the pump house together with the two water pumps in the manner illustrated in
Figure G-6.
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APPENDIX H
Some Analytical Conclusions and a Discussion of System Cost

Fiaure 1 (page 8) summarizes the nominal operating condition of the pro
posed HFFPR cool inn system. The input and output temperatures chosen for the hot
side of the helium heat exchanqer were based on computer calculations obtained
with a simple linear model of the cooling systems devised for this report.
In Figure l!-l, a graph plotted from computer output shows the relationship
between heat exchanqer volume versus temperature difference across the hont
exchanger. The hiqii temperature on the hot side was held constant while the low
temperature was dropped as indicated. The helium velocity in the heat exchangedid not vary. This indicates that in i_his case the heat exchanger increases in
volume as temperature across the heat exchanger increases.

0

T l ' 13QOF - CONSTANT
T2* 1260to600F
T INCREMENT - 20F°
D

300
400
(T1-T2)F'

600

J

Figure II—1_

Heat Exchanger Volume Variation with Temperature Increment

In tho graph plotted in Figure H-2, the low temperature on the high side
i kept constant while the hirth temperature on the hiah side increases as shown,
i this instance, tho heat exchanger volume decreases as tho temperature drop
•ross the heat exchanner increases.
t

1
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400

500

600
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Heat Exchanger Volume Va

'ith Temperature 3m

Figure H-3 shows that in both of the preceding cases the helium flow rate
Jecreases as the temperature drop across the heat exchanger increases. Since
the helium pump is the jaost expensive item, the temperature difference which
?ives the lowest helium flow rate and which can be handled by the materials
involves represents the most economical temperature drop for the system. The
reactor cu-put tenperature of 649" C {1200° F) can be easily nandled by tho
m^tsri.sts which have been chosen, and the 260° C (500= FS inlet temperature
•TIVI'S enoush temperature drop to assure a helium flow rate that can be handled
by readily available helium pumps.
T-Tble M-r summarizes the estiiaated prices of all the major components
.n r.tti crtolir.T system Hence, the total cost cf the overall coolina system can
ir os•:iTt.ired -n be approximately SI.5 million. In addition, it may be necessary
:-, purchase a standby helium pump which can be broucht online in case the main
iurp f.iils. If so, the cost of the ceolint? system will increase to approximately

Figure 11-3. Helium Flow Rate with Temperature Increment
TABLE H-I
Estimated Prices of Major Components
Helium-heat exchanger
Water-heat exchanqer
Helium pump
Helium pump controller
Water pump 1
Water pump 2
Helium purification system
Total

$100,000
25,000
450,000
75,000
1,700
3,000
250,000
S904,7O0

It is possible that a nominal 12-inch concentric pipe which has cold helium
m the outside and hot helium on the inside will be sufficient for the helium
ircuit. A 5-inch pipe will carry the water between the heat exchanqer and a
-inch pipe should be adequate to transport the water to the cooling tower.

It appears that all the necessary equipmant needed to construct the coalinq
system For the qas-cooled HFFPH can bo placed in the old SEHF building and its
proposed additions. The sizes of the heat exchanqers should not be greater than
0.9 metre (3 feet) in diameter and 3 metres [10 feet) in lenath. The pumps will
be very small and the helium purification module will fit into a roon the size of
tact- No. 1 which is 9.1 by 7.9 by 3.4 metres (30 by 26 by 11 feet) in size.
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